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Sovereigns – Euro area

2022 outlook is stable given favourable
economic and monetary conditions, but
debt levels will remain elevated for many
Our outlook for sovereign creditworthiness in 2022 in the euro area is stable overall,
reflecting our expectations for the fundamental conditions that will drive sovereign credit
over the next 12-18 months, relative to 2021. High vaccination levels together with national
and European-level spending plans will sustain the economic recovery in 2022, which
will support some modest deleveraging after the sizeable debt increases triggered by the
pandemic. At the same time, the European Central Bank is likely to retain its accommodative
stance despite growing inflationary pressures, which will contain any increases in borrowing
costs and allow some to refinance maturing debt at lower rates. In addition, investment and
structural reform tied to Next Generation EU (NGEU) could significantly boost productivity
and growth potential, which were low in many recipient countries pre-crisis. However, the
region's median debt/GDP ratio will remain around 11.7 percentage points higher than it was
in 2019 and the amount of fiscal consolidation needed to reduce debt to pre-pandemic levels
is large. Moreover, pandemic developments, growing social pressures and inflation elevate
risks to our baseline forecasts, particularly because the pandemic has highlighted existing
inequalities and increased demand for social services.

Exhibit 1

The interplay of several drivers underpins our stable outlook on euro area sovereign credit
(Country shading indicates rating outlooks as of 17 November 2021)

Source: Moody's Investors Service
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The stable sector outlook reflects our view of credit fundamentals for euro area sovereigns over the next 12 to 18 months. Sector outlooks are
distinct from rating outlooks, which, in addition to sector dynamics, also reflect issuers’ specific characteristics and actions. A sector outlook
does not represent a sum of upgrades, downgrades or ratings under review, or an average of rating outlooks.

2021 overview
The pandemic continued to weigh on public finances in the first half of 2021 as governments extended their support measures and
economic activity was relatively subdued. However, economic growth has rebounded significantly in the second half of the year,
underscoring the resilience of credit profiles to the pandemic shock. Out of 19 euro area sovereigns, three sovereigns were upgraded
and only Malta (A2 negative) carries a negative outlook.

» Long-term improvements triggered positive rating actions. In 2021, we upgraded three sovereigns in the region, Cyprus (Ba1
stable), Lithuania (A2 stable) and Portugal (Baa2 stable), and assigned a positive outlook to Ireland (A2 positive). In all cases, despite
the negative impact of the pandemic on fiscal and economic metrics, we assessed that the crisis had not derailed the long-term
improvements that started to gain momentum before the pandemic.

» High share of affirmations underpins resilience. In 2021, we affirmed the ratings of Germany (Aaa stable), Estonia (A1 stable),
Latvia (A3 stable), the Netherlands (Aaa stable), Luxembourg (Aaa stable) and Slovakia (A2 stable), and maintained the stable
outlooks. These affirmations reflected the resilience of economic and fiscal strength to the pandemic, even though the shock
triggered a temporary deterioration in key metrics. For the Aaa-rated sovereigns (Germany, Netherlands, Luxembourg), very strong
institutions and governance strength also drove their affirmations.

» Only Malta has a negative outlook. In August 2021, we changed Malta's outlook to negative from stable, driven by a sizeable
increase in its debt burden, uncertainty over the economic recovery because of its reliance on tourism and concerns over the impact
of weak anti-money laundering supervision. This was our only negative rating action in the region so far this year.

Exhibit 2

Credit conditions in the euro area are more stable than they have been elsewhere1

*Slovakia is excluded from the CEE & CIS count to avoid double counting
Source: Moody's Investors Service

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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The economic recovery will be strong, but risks remain elevated

Strong vaccination campaigns and the rollout of national and regional recovery plans will drive robust real GDP growth of 4.5% in
2022, which is down only slightly from 4.8% in 2021 but up from an average of 2.0% over 2015-19. This more robust growth will
support higher government revenue and facilitate the stabilisation – and in some cases the reduction – in debt burdens. However, risks
to the growth outlook (and, by extension, government deleveraging) are tiled to the downside because of pandemic developments, the
phasing-out of support measures, supply-side bottlenecks and a more permanent pickup of inflationary pressures.

» High vaccination levels will support private consumption. Following a slow start, vaccination campaigns progressed well in
summer 2021, with just under 70% of the EU population now having received at least one dose and 66% fully vaccinated as of
mid-November. These high levels reduce the risk of governments reintroducing wide-ranging lockdowns or other severe restrictions
that could derail the recovery in 2022, though more limited restrictions on economic activity could be rolled out by some countries
if case numbers rise during the winter months. This lower probability of economic disruption will also have a positive impact on
consumer confidence, which will in turn encourage households to draw down on the significant levels of savings accumulated
throughout the pandemic.2 The normalisation of savings levels will continue to boost private consumption in 2022.

» Recovery plans will drive investment. The continued rollout of national and EU-led recovery plans, as part of NGEU, will
provide a boost to public investment. In total, we forecast EU funding will increase by an average 1.2pp of national GDP annually
compared with the previous Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF, 2014-20). Given the front-loaded nature of disbursements
from the Recovery and Resilience Facility (RRF), the largest component under NGEU, the impact on investment and growth will be
particularly strong in 2022. As a result, we forecast growth rates in 2022 will significantly exceed pre-crisis trends (see Exhibit 3).

» Almost all sovereigns will return to pre-pandemic output levels by year end. At the euro area level, we forecast output will
be 2.7% higher than pre-pandemic levels (in real terms) in 2022. However, this masks significant disparities. Despite strong 2021
growth rates, Italy and Greece will barely exceed 2019 output and Spain (Baa1 stable), whose growth has been weaker in 2021,
will remain marginally below pre-crisis levels, which reflects the economic importance of their tourism sectors and their adverse
pandemic developments in 2020.3 By contrast, Ireland, Estonia, Lithuania and Luxembourg were less affected by the crisis and will
record GDP levels at least 5% higher than 2019 levels. France (Aa2 stable) and Germany will fall somewhere in the middle (see
Exhibit 4).

Exhibit 3

Economic growth will exceed pre-pandemic rates in most countries
Real GDP growth (%), 2016-19 avg vs 2022

Exhibit 4

Almost all euro area sovereigns will have returned to pre-pandemic
levels by the end of 2022
Real GDP in 2022, 2019 = 100

Source: Eurostat, Moody's Investors Service
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» The economic recovery should be strong enough to absorb the phasing-out of support measures, but an increase in
bankruptcies or unemployment remains a risk. Governments will largely phase-out their fiscal support measures in 2022,
having already started to withdraw them in the second half of 2021 once restrictions on economic activity were lifted. Some
targeted measures to the most affected sectors such as tourism will likely be maintained but broad-based support will be limited
from 2022 onward. Our baseline scenario is that the economic recovery will be strong enough to mitigate the risks from the
withdrawal of this support, but exit strategies will be politically difficult to navigate for governments. In addition, downside
scenarios could see a significant increase in bankruptcies (which in turn weaken employment and incomes) or an increase in
unemployment (weighing on confidence and consumption).

» Even in our base case, unemployment rates will remain high in many countries. In the years leading up to the pandemic
recession, unemployment remained high despite declines following the euro area sovereign debt crisis in countries such as Greece,
Spain, France, and Italy. While pandemic support measures have largely prevented joblessness from increasing, the fundamental
problem of high unemployment has not been resolved and will remain a constraint on policy choices even with the strong
economic rebound coming out of the pandemic.

» Pandemic developments could derail the recovery. Countries with vaccination rates below 60% such as Slovenia (A3 stable),
Slovakia, and Estonia are most vulnerable to regional outbreaks that could trigger the reimposition of restrictions to control
infection rates and contain pressures on healthcare systems (see Exhibit 5). However, all countries are vulnerable to the spread of
new variants that are more resistant to current vaccines. The credit effects of governments needing to reimpose restrictions would
be more substantial for those sovereigns reliant on tourism and associated services.

» We expect inflationary pressures will moderate as supply-chain bottlenecks ease in 2022. The strong uptick in demand
and pandemic-related supply bottlenecks pose risks to production (especially in countries with large industrial sectors) and risk
intensifying inflationary pressures that are building across the globe, in part because of rising energy prices. The availability of
equipment has become a limiting factor of production to a much larger extent than it was pre-pandemic: in Germany, more than
85% of respondents cited equipment as a factor limiting industrial production in Q4 2021 (see Exhibit 6). While this has led to an
increase in prices, bottlenecks will gradually dissipate as economies normalise. Consequently, we expect the ECB will keep policy
rates on hold through 2023, though we do expect it to slow asset purchases in line with previous announcements.

Exhibit 5

Euro area countries with low vaccination rates are more vulnerable
to restrictions being reimposed
COVID-19 vaccination, % total population, as of 1 November

Exhibit 6

Supply chain bottlenecks have picked up, but rates vary widely
% of respondents citing equipment as limiting production, blue = Q4 2021,
grey = Q4 2019
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Divergence in debt trajectories will become more apparent in 2022

We expect some modest deleveraging next year in all but four euro area countries, but the region's median debt burden (general
government debt/GDP) will still be 11.7pp higher than it was in 2019. Accommodative ECB policy will continue to limit immediate
pressures on our assessment of sovereigns' fiscal strength. However, risks to our baseline fiscal forecasts are elevated in light of
pandemic developments, growing social pressures and inflation. Moreover, unfavourable debt dynamics in some countries mean credit
pressures could start to build.

» Fiscal consolidation will face political and demographic headwinds to varying degrees. All governments will start
consolidating their fiscal accounts in 2022, with the median euro area primary deficit expected to narrow by 2.6pp. That said, public
spending will remain well above pre-pandemic levels in 2022, especially as governments need to manage pressures from population
ageing and potentially new demands to address some of the social inequalities exposed by the pandemic. Moreover, increases in
healthcare spending will prove challenging to roll back on as the pandemic wanes.

» Some modest deleveraging is likely next year, but debt levels will remain well above pre-crisis peaks. Healthy economic
growth and a reduction in primary deficits as pandemic-related support measures are withdrawn will reduce the median euro area
sovereign debt burden by 1.2pp in 2022. Some highly indebted governments, such as those of Greece (-10.1pp), Cyprus (-6.8pp) and
Portugal (-5.9pp), will record the largest declines, but their debt loads will remain above 100% of GDP in spite of this deleveraging
(see Exhibit 7). While France, Italy and Spain are all forecast to reduce debt in 2022, these reductions are modest relative to
pandemic-related debt increases they recorded over the last three years (+18pp, 25pp and 25pp, respectively) (see Exhibit 8).

» Debt-affordability improvements somewhat mitigate risks associated with higher debt burdens. We expect debt
affordability (interest payments/revenue) will improve for almost all of the region's sovereigns in 2022 because monetary policy
is likely to remain accommodative, which will allow governments to refinance maturing bonds with those paying lower coupons.
The median average residual maturity on debt of a euro area sovereign is close to eight years, while Ireland, Austria (Aa1 stable) and
Belgium have an average residual maturity of above 10 years. This implies that euro area sovereigns will continue to benefit from
more favourable refinancing costs for at least a few years, even if yields increase modestly.

Exhibit 7

High growth rates will drive modes declines in debt burdens in
2022
Contribution to change in debt ratio, pp

Exhibit 8

But debt burdens will remain high compared to pre-pandemic
levels
General government debt, % GDP
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» While the cost of debt will remain low for several more years, debt affordability will eventually start to deteriorate if
debt burdens remain high. Looking ahead, a key credit driver will be the degree to which governments are able to use a period
of low interest rates – which will be finite – to reduce primary deficits to a point where they help to erode the debt burden. Even
with low funding costs and strong economic growth, debt reduction will require very significant fiscal consolidation in countries like
France and Italy.

» Contingent-liability risks remain manageable. Banking systems across the euro area have emerged relatively unscathed
from the crisis, largely thanks to government support measures that have mitigated the risks associated with an increase in
nonperforming exposures on banks' loan books. Meanwhile, the loan-guarantee schemes and moratoria introduced by national
governments at the onset of the crisis also carry limited risks in the form of higher contingent liabilities: The uptake for these
schemes has varied considerably across the monetary union, but even where takeup has been relatively high (such as in Portugal
and Italy), we would expect that any crystallisation of contingent liabilities on governments' balance sheets would be small in
magnitude, though it would make eroding the increase in government debt even more difficult at the margin.

» But longer-term debt dynamics are unfavourable for some countries. We still forecast Malta, Belgium, France, Latvia and
Spain will run primary deficits in excess of 4% of GDP, compared to the euro area median of 2.2%. Moreover, countries such as
France and Belgium were already recording primary deficits larger than what would have stabilised their debt burdens before the
pandemic (see Exhibit 10). Although Spain recorded strong improvements in its headline fiscal metrics before the pandemic, these
were largely driven by its good cyclical position during these years and a decline in interest payments rather than structural fiscal
measures. Returning to lower deficits could therefore prove challenging. We recently highlighted these countries as being “highly
vulnerable” to a loss of fiscal strength given their adverse debt dynamics.4

Exhibit 9

Modest rate rises would not materially reverse improvements in
debt affordability
Interest payments, % revenue

Exhibit 10

A number of euro area sovereigns will face challenges returning to
pre-pandemic debt levels
Primary balances as a % of GDP
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NGEU provides large recipients with a once-in-a-generation opportunity to address structural
economic challenges

We expect the early stages of NGEU implementation in 2022 to proceed smoothly. The first disbursements for the Recovery and
Resilience Facility (RRF) took place in the second half of 2021 and we expect additional funding to be made available in 2022. Recovery
funding has the potential to reverse years of underinvestment. For example, for the large recipient countries of southern Europe, this
programme will effectively double public investment over the next five years if the available grants and loans are fully spent. Together
with structural reforms, NGEU investments have the potential to significantly boost productivity and growth potential, which were low
in many large recipient countries pre-pandemic (see Exhibit 11). In recent research, we estimated that recovery funding could add 0.7pp
to GDP growth in key recipient southern European countries like Greece, Italy, Portugal and Spain between 2021 and 2027 assuming
full absorption of funds, which would also support deleveraging.

» Continued rollout of NGEU funding in 2022 will provide an impetus for structural reforms. NGEU funding provides a unique
opportunity to implement key reforms in areas such as tax, education, judiciary and public administration. Some EU funding will
directly finance investment facilitating these reforms, such as the digitalisation of the public administration. In addition, given that
disbursements are tied to the delivery reform objectives set out by the European Commission, NGEU could act as a policy anchor if
the link between cash disbursements and delivery of reforms is enforced.

» NGEU could help the EU achieve its climate-neutrality objective. At least 30% of NGEU funding is dedicated to climate
action, which we expect will blend investment in green technologies and actions that mitigate some negative impact of the carbon
transition on affected sectors. These initiatives will help EU member states as a group meet their 2023 and 2050 carbon-reduction
targets despite policy-coordination difficulties with individual countries, particularly with regard to their future energy mix.

» But administrative and political challenges will limit the scope for gains. We currently do not incorporate a significant boost
from NGEU-related structural reforms in our growth assumptions (beyond the short-term positive impact from higher public
investment) as we expect their implementation will face a number of headwinds, especially in countries like Italy and Spain (see
Exhibit 12). Firstly, inefficiencies in the public administration are likely to limit the capacity of governments to absorb very large
amounts in such a short time frame and to use these funds effectively to implement structural reforms. Secondly, we believe that
it will be difficult for governments to maintain political momentum around the structural economic reforms, especially as some of
those proposed (such as tax reform in Italy) have been actively opposed by parliamentarians. It will also likely be difficult for the
European Commission to enforce commitments to deliver on reforms.

Exhibit 11

NGEU offers an opportunity to address stagnant productivity
growth in many countries
Real labour productivity per person employed and hour worked

Exhibit 12

But reform implementation will likely face administrative
challenges

Source: Eurostat, Moody's Investors Service

Source: WGI, European Commission, OLAF, Moody's Investors Service
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Political risk remains modest, but social pressures will likely intensify post-pandemic

The elections calendar in 2022 is relatively light, with only France, Austria, Latvia, Malta and Slovenia holding presidential or
parliamentary elections. Although this drives our moderate assessment of political risks across the bloc, the post-pandemic years will
bring new political debates to the table, such as the future of fiscal rules, which are contentious and likely to expose political divisions
in the monetary union. Meanwhile, governments across the region will confront with greater social pressures, particularly because the
pandemic has highlighted existing inequalities and increased demand for social services, including healthcare.

» Policy continuity is likely in France, but risks are elevated. The French presidential elections in April 2022 carry the greatest
risk of a shift in political sentiment and policy. President Macron has yet to announce that he will run for a second term, but polls
suggest that he would come first in the first round with close to 25% of the vote, and would also be better positioned to win in the
second round. A second term for Macron would result in broad policy continuity. However, uncertainty remains high and other, less
likely, outcomes could carry significant risks for political sentiment in France and at the EU level.

» Government negotiations could continue into 2022 in Germany. While the SPD, Greens and FDP were quick to start
negotiations only three weeks after the late-September elections, finding common ground on topics like climate policy has proven
difficult. As such, there is a risk that a new chancellor will not be selected before early 2022.

» The shift in balance of power at the EU-level will intensify the debate around fiscal rules. Angela Merkel stepping down as
German chancellor after 16 years in power, combined with the appointment of Mario Draghi as Italian Prime Minister in February
2021 will likely result in a shift in political dynamics, with Italy assuming a much more potent voice. This shift will likely influence
the debate over fiscal rules in 2022, especially as the rules are set to reenter into force in 2023. While there is a consensus on the
need for simplifying the rules, there are deep divisions on whether or not they should be relaxed in some way, which will make
it unlikely that the rules will be revised by the end of 2022. The transformation of NGEU into a permanent instrument, though a
longer-term question, could also be affected by a shift in political dynamics.

» Social pressures post-pandemic will influence policy dynamics. Elections are unlikely to trigger major policy shifts in 2022,
but euro area governments will likely face growing social pressures. The pandemic shock has not resulted in significant job losses
(see Exhibit 13), but the amount of risk to people's lives and livelihoods was not equally shared across society. The shock has also
highlighted underinvestment in key sectors such as healthcare. Therefore, demand for social services, including healthcare, will likely
intensify post-pandemic. These pressures will be amplified by ageing populations and will likely constrain the implementation of
policies in the coming years, especially in countries where confidence in governments is low, such as France, Spain, Greece, Slovakia
and Slovenia. Social demands will also conflict with governments' fiscal-consolidation objectives.

Exhibit 13

Government support has mitigated the pandemic's impact on the
labour market
Unemployment rate, %

Exhibit 14

But social pressures will remain high, especially where trust in
governments is low
Confidence in national governments, % respondents
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Moody’s related publications

Key 2021 sector research

» Sovereigns - Global: Stable 2022 outlook as economic recovery eases credit pressures, but long-term costs of the pandemic weigh
on sovereigns, 3 November 2021

» Credit Conditions - Global: 2022 Outlook - Global credit environment will stabilize as COVID-19 uncertainties ebb, 1 November
2021

» Global Macro Outlook 2022-2023: Global economy will gain steadier footing although supply troubles, inflation pose risk, 4
November 2021

» Sovereign – Europe: Tourism is recovering, but risks remain for the most dependent sovereigns, 20 October 2021

» Sovereigns – Global: FAQ on post-pandemic sovereign debt dynamics, 29 September 2021

» Government Policy – Germany: Potential shifts in post-election social and climate policies would present credit challenges for some
sectors, 8 September 2021

» Sovereigns – Global: Scarring from COVID-19 pandemic will increase fiscal risks and social pressures, 22 July 2021

» Sovereign – Euro Area: Rebuilding fiscal shock-absorption capacity will be a key post-pandemic credit driver, 2 July 2021

» Policy Challenges – Global: Risks from phasing out policy support have receded as recovery progresses, 30 June 2021

» Sovereigns – Global: Physical climate risk weighs on sovereigns; adaptation efforts yet to be widely tested, 5 May 2021

» Sovereigns – Global: New scores depict varied and largely credit-negative impact of ESG factors, 18 January 2021

Key 2021 issuer research

» Government of Ireland: FAQ on post-pandemic recovery, global tax reform and Brexit, 31 August 2021

» Governments of Austria and Finland: Wealthy economies and fiscal flexibility underpin credit resilience to Covid-19 disruption, June
2021

» Government of Portugal: EU recovery funds have the potential to restart Portugal's sluggish income convergence, 9 February 2021

Contributor

» Matt Bridle – AVP Research Writer

Endnotes
1 Directionally positive outlook changes comprise changes to a positive outlook as well as changes in outlook to stable from negative. Directionally negative

outlook changes are changes in outlook to negative as well as changes in outlook to a stable outlook from positive.

2 The gross household savings rate increased by more than 8 percentage points between the end of 2019 and the first quarter of 2021 in the euro area, to
21.5% from 13.2%.

3 Please see our report “Sovereign – Europe: Tourism is recovering, but risks remain for the most dependent sovereigns”.

4 Please see our report: Sovereigns – Global: FAQ on post-pandemic sovereign debt dynamics, 29 September 2021
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